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EXACT OPERATOR SPACES 

Gilles Pisier 

Plan 

§1. Exact operator spaces. 

§2. Ultraproducts. 

§3. How large can (ISK(E) be? 

§4. On the set of n-dimensional operator spaces. 

§5. On the dimension of the containing matrix space. 

Introduction 

In this paper, we study operator spaces in the sense of the theory developed 
recently by Blecher-Paulsen [BP] and EfFros-Ruan [ER1]. By an operator space, we 
mean a closed subspace E C B(H), with H Hilbert. In the category of operator 
spaces, the morphisms are the completely bounded maps for which we refer the reader 
to [Pal]. Let E C B{H), F C B{K) be operator spaces (H,K Hilbert). A map 
u: E —> F is called completely bounded {c.b. in short) if 

sup 
n>l 

IMn G u MN(E)—*MN(F) < OO 

where Mn(E) and Mn(F) are equipped with the norms induced by B^iH)) and 
B(£o(K)) respectively. We denote 

llulU = sup 
n>l 

||IMn G u||Mn(E)—>Mn(F) 

The map u is called a complete isomorphism if it is an isomorphism and if u and u"1 
are c.b.. We say that u: E —• F is a complete isometry if for each n > 1 the map 
JM„ ® u: Mn(E) -+ Mn(F) is an isometry. We refer to [Ru, ER2-7, Bl , B2] for more 
information on the rapidly developing Theory of Operator Spaces. 

We will be mainly concerned here with the "geometry" of finite dimensional 
operator spaces. In the Banach space category, it is well known that every separable 
space embeds isometrically into i.^. Moreover, if E is a finite dimensional normed 
space then for each e > 0, there is an integer n and a subspace F C lnoo which is (1+e)-
isomorphic to E, i.e. there is an isomorphism u: E —> F such that ||u|| | | u - 1 | | < 1 l + £ . 
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Here of course, n depends on e, say n = n(e) and usually (for instance if E = i*) we 
have n(e) —> oo when e —• 0. 

Quite interestingly, it turns out that this fact is not valid in the category of 
operator spaces: although every operator space embeds completely isometrically into 
B(H) (the non-commutative analogue of i^) it is not true that a finite dimensional 
operator space must be close to a subspace of Mn (the non-commutative analogue of 

en

00) for some n. The main object of this paper is to study this phenomenon. 

We will see that this phenomenon is very closely related to the remarkable work 
of E. Kirchberg on exact C*-algebras. We will show that some of Kirchberg's ideas 
can be developed in a purely "operator space" setting. Our main result in the first 
section is Theorem 1, which can be stated as follows. 

Let B = B(t,2) an(l let if C i? be the ideal of all the compact operators on ¿2-

If X, Y are operator spaces, we denote by X <8)min Y their minimal (or spatial) tensor 
product. If X C B(H) and Y C B(K), this is just the completion of the linear tensor 
product X ® Y for the norm induced by B(H ®2 K). 

Let À > 1 be a fixed constant. 

The following properties of an operator space X are equivalent: 

(i) The sequence 

{0} -» K <g)min X -> B ®min X -> (B/K) <g)min X -> {0} 

is exact and the map 

Tx: (B ®min X)/(K 0MIN X) (B/K) ®min X 

has an inverse 1X with norm \\T?\\<\. 

(ii) for each e > 0 and each finite dimensional subspace E C X, there is an integer 
n and a subspace F C Mn such that dct)(E, F) < A + e. 

Here dci,(E,F) denotes the c.b. analogue of the Banach-Mazur distance (see (0) below 
for a precise definition.) We will denote by CISK(E) the infimum of C/C&(JB, F) when F 

runs over all operator spaces F which are subspaces of Mk for some integer fc. 

One of the main results in section 2 can be stated as follows (see Theorem 7 
below). 

Consider F C Mk with dim F — n and k > n arbitrary, then for any linear isomorphism 
u: ÜL F* we have 

lldLJu-MU > n[2(n - lì1'2!"1. 

In particular this is > 1 for any n > 3. Here the space F* is the dual of F with its 
"dtial onerator snace structure" as exolained in fBP. ER1. Bl. B2l. 

Equivalently, if we denote by E" the operator space dual of i^oi (this is denoted by 
max(ff) in [BP]) then we have 

dsK(E?) > n 
2Wn - 1 
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We also show a similar estimate for the space which is denoted by Rn + Cn in [PI]. 
Moreover, we show that the n-dimensional operator Hilbert space 0Hn (see [PI]) 
satisfies 

dsK(OHn) > n 
2 v / n - 1 

W2 

These estimates are asymptotically sharp in the sense that CISK(EI) and «¿5/^ (f?n4-Cn) 
are 0{nll2) and dsK(OHn) is 0(nJ/4) when n goes to infinity. 

Later on in the paper, we show that the operator space analogue of the "Banach 
Mazur compactum" is not compact and we prove various estimates related to that 
phenomenon. (The noncompactness itself was known, at least to Kirchberg.) We 
will include several simple facts on ultraproducts of finite dimensional operator spaces 
which are closely connected to the discussion of "exact" operator spaces presented in 
section 1. Let us denote by 0Sn the set of all n-dimensional operator spaces. We 
consider that two spaces E, F in 0Sn are the same if they are completely isometric. 
Then the space OSn is a metric space when equipped with the distance 

6(E,F) = iogdet(EtF). 

We include a proof that OSn is complete but not compact (at least if n > 3) and we 
give various related estimates. As pointed out to me by Kirchberg, it seems to be an 
open problem whether 0Sn is a separable metric space.1 

In passing, we recall that in [PI] we proved that dcb(E,OHn) < n1/2 for any E 
in 0Sn and therefore that 

sup{dcb(E, F)\ E,F e OSn} = n. 

Actually, that supremum is attained on the subset HOSn C OSn formed of all the 
Hilbertian operator spaces (i.e. those which, as normed spaces, are isometric to the 
Euclidean space £%). We also show that (at least for n > 3) HOSn is a closed but 
non compact subset of OSn. Perhaps the subset HOSn is not even separable.1 In 
section 5, we show the following result. Let E be any operator space and let C > 1 
be a constant. Fix an integer k > 1. Then there is a compact set T and a subspace 
F C C(T) <g)min Mk such that dcb(E,F) < C iff for any operator space X and any 

u: X —» E we have 
N U < C H U , 

where N I * = \\U\ÌMK(X)^MK(E)' 

Notation: Let (Em) be a sequence of operator spaces. We denote by £oo{Em} the 
direct sum in the sense of £oo of the family (Em). As a Banach space, this means 
that £oo{Em} is the set of all sequences x = (xm) with xm £ Em for all m with 
supm ||xm||£m < oo equipped with the norm ||x|| = supm ||zm||£m. The operator 
space structure on £00{Em\ is defined by the identity 

Vn Mn(l00{Em})=l00{Mn(Em)} 

1 See the Note added at the end of this paper. 
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Equivalently, if Em C B(Hm) (completely isometrically) then ^oo{.Em} embeds 
(completely isometrically) into B(®mHm) as block diagonal operators. 

We will use several times the observation that if F is an other operator space 
then ^oo{^m} ®min F embeds completely isometrically in the natural way into 
£<x>{Em<g)mmF}. In particular, if F is finite dimensional these spaces can be completely 
isometrically identified. 

Acknowlegement. I am very grateful to E. Kirchberg for copies of his papers and 
for several very stimulating conversations. I also thank the referee for his corrections. 

§1. Exact operator spaces. 

Let ¿5, F be operator spaces. We denote 

(0) dc»(^,i?,) = inf{||u||c6||«-1||c*} 

where the infimum runs over all isomorphisms u: E —> F. If E, F are not completely 
isomorphic we set dcb(E, F) = oo. This is the operator space version of the Banach 
Mazur distance. We will study the smallest distance of an operator space E to a 
subspace of the space K = A'(£2) of all compact operators on £2. More precisely, this 
is defined as follows 

( i ) dSK(E) = mf{dci(E,F)\FcK}. 

Let F be a finite dimensional subspace of K. By an entirely classical perturbation 
argument one can check that for each e > 0 there is an integer n and a subspace 
F C Mn such that dcb(F,F) < 1 + e. It follows that for any finite dimensional 
operator space E we have 

( i) ' dSK(E) = mî{dcb(E,F)\FcMn, n > 1}. 

In his remarkable work on exact C*-algebras (cf. [Ki]) Kirchberg introduces a quantity 
which he denotes by locfin(E) for any operator space E. His definition uses completely 
positive unit preserving maps. The number dsK(E) appears as the natural "c.&." 
analogue of Kirchberg's locfin(E). Note that dsK(E) is clearly an invariant of the 
operator space E and we have obviously 

(i)" dSK(E)<dsK(F)dcb(E,F) 

for all operator spaces E, F. 

Let X be an operator space. We will say that X is exact if the sequence 

(2) {0} -+ K ®min X -> B ®min X -> (B/K) ®min X -+ {0} 

is exact. In other words, X is an exact operator space if the natural completely 
contractive map 

& Q9minX—>(B/K)G min X 
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in onto and its kernel coincides with K ®min X 
X. Note in particular that every finite dimensional space is trivially exact. Following 

Kirchberg, we will measure the "degree of exactness" of X via the number ex(X) 
defined as follows: we consider the map 

(3) Tx: (B ®min X)/(K ®min X) - (B/K) ®mìn X 

associated to the exact sequence (2) and we define 

(4) ex(X)=\\T^\\. 

Clearly ex(X) is a (completely) isomorphic invariant of X in the following sense: if X 
and Y are completely isomorphic operator spaces we have 

(4)' ex{X) < ex(Y)dcb(X,Y). 

The main result of this section is the following which is proved by adapting in a rather 
natural manner the ideas of Kirchberg [Ki]. One simply needs to substitute everywhere 
in his argument "completely positive unital" by "completely bounded" and to keep 
track of the c.b. norms. The resulting proof is very simple. 

Theorem 1. For every unite dimensional operator space E, one has 

(5) ex(E) = dSK(E). 

More generally, for any operator space X 

(6) ex(X) = swp{dsK(E) \ E C X.dimE < oo}, 

and X is exact iff the right side of (6) is unite. 

Remarks, (i) If X is a C*-algebra then the maps appearing in (2) are (C*-algebraic) 
representations. Recall that a representation necessarily has closed range and becomes 
isometric when we pass to the quotient modulo its kernel (cf. e.g. [Ta, p.22]). Hence 
if X is a C*-algebra (2) is exact iff the kernel of the map 

B ® m i n X -> (B/K) ® m i n X 

coincides with K ®min X. 
By a known argument, a sufficient condition for this to hold is a certain "slice map" 
property (cf. [W2]) which is a consequence of the CBAP (see [Kr]). (Recall that X 
has the CBAP if the identity on X is a point wise limit of a net of finite rank maps 
Ui'. X —> X with supj ||ui||c& < oo.) 

Thus it is known that the reduced C*-algebra of the free group FJV with N 
generators (N > 2) is exact, because by [DCH] it has the CBAP. On the other hand, 
it is known ([Wl]) that the full C*-algebras C*(F;v) are not exact. This can also be 
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derived from Theorem 7 below after noticing that the space En1= (i^oT appearing in 
Theorem 7 is completely isometric to a subspace of C*(FN). By the same argument 
(using Corollary 10 below) if an operator space E is completely isometric to the space 
OHn introduced in [PI], then the C*-algebra generated by E is not exact if n > 3. 

(ii) As explained to me by Kirchberg, if X is a C*-algebra then we have ex(X) < oo 
iff ex(X) = 1. Indeed since (3) is a representation, it is isometric if it is injective. This 
shows if a C*-algebra is completely isomorphic to an exact operator space then it is 
exact as a C*-algebra. 

We will use the following simple fact. 

Lemma 2. Let E be a separable operator space. There are operators Pn: E —• Mn 
such that 

(i) \\Pn\\cb < 1 for all n. 

(ii) The embedding J: E -» (^{Mn} defined by J(x) = (Pn(z))n€N is a complete 
isometry. 

(Hi) For all k < n, there is a map cikn' Mn M* with ||afcn||c& < 1 such that 
Pk — ftkn-Pn-

(iv) Assume E Enite dimensional. Then for some n0 > 1, the maps Pn are inject ive 
for all n >nQ. 

Proof. We can assume E C -0(̂ 2)* Then let Qn' -^(^2) —y Mn be the usual projection 
(defined by Qn(^ij) = ^ij '^hj 5: n and Qn(elJ) = 0 otherwise). Let Pn = Qn\E- Then 
(i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) are immediate. • 

The point of the preceding lemma is that we can write for all N > 1 and all (a,j) 
in MN(E) 

(7) IK^JOIIMVCE) = hm 
n—•oo 

(Pn(cLij))\\MN(Mn)' 

Indeed, by (ii) we have 

IKUIJOIIMVCE) = sup\\(pn(a>ij))\\MN(Mn) 
n 

and by (iii) this supremum is monotone nondecreasing, whence (7). 

The following two lemmas are well known to specialists. 

Lemma 3. If X,Y are exact operator spaces and if X C Y, then ex(X) < ex(Y). 

Proof. We will identify B <g)min X (resp. (B/K) (g)min X) with a subspace of B ®min Y 
(resp. (B/K) (g)min Y). Consider u in the open unit ball of (B/K) (g)min X. By 
definition of ex(Y), there is an element v in B ®mm Y such that ||v||< ex(Y) and if 
q' B (8)min Y —> (B/K) ®min Y is the canonical mapping, we have q(v) = u. On the 
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other hand, since X is exact we know there is a u in B®mmX such tha t q(u) = u. Note 

tha t by exactness Ker q = A"(g)min Y, hence v — u G K ®m'm Y. Let p n be an increasing 

sequence of finite rank projections in B tending to the identity (in the strong operator 

topology). Consider the mapping an: B —> B defined by crn(x) = (1 — pn)x(l — pn). 
Clearly | | c r n | | c 6 < 1 and for all x in B we have crn(x) — x G K. Moreover, for all x in 

K we have | | < 7 n ( x ) | | —> 0. More generally, by equicontinuity, for any w in K ®m\n Y 
we have \\(an ® iV)(w)ll A ' 6 ? > „ : _ V —• 0 when n —* oo. 

Hence for any e > 0, for some n large enough we have ||(<rn ® i y ) ( v — tt)|| < e. 

Therefore, 

||(<jn ® J y ) ä | | < | |a N | | C 6 | |Ü | | + e < ex(Y) + e. 

But on the other hand, u—(an®Iy)u = ((1—crn)<g)iy)u G K ( g ) m i n X since u G 5 ( 8 ) m i n X . 

Hence dist(w, K <g>mm X) < ex(Y) + e and we conclude ex(X) < ex(Y) + e. • 

L e m m a 4 . Let X be an operator space. Then sup{||Tg; || | E C X, dimE < oo} is 
finite iff X is exact and we have 

(8) ex(X) = supJHT^ 1 ! ! I E C X,àimE < o o } . 

Proof. Let A be the right side of (8). By Lemma 3 we clearly have A < ex(X) hence 

it suffices to show that if A is finite X is exact and (8) holds. Assume A finite. Then 

clearly Tx is onto. Let q: B®mmX —• (B/K)®m\nX be the natural map. Consider u 

in Ker(#). By density there is a sequence un in B®X such that \\u — u n | | < 2 ~ n . Then 

| |#(u n)| | < 2~n. By definition of A (since un G B 0 En for some finite dimensional 

subspace En C X and 11 1 11 < A) there is vn in B ® X which is a lifting of q(un) so 

that ||v„|| < 2" n A and w n - \ n G K®X. Therefore \\u-(un-vn)\\ < 2~n + 2 _ n A so 

that u = lim(u n — vn) G K ® X. This shows that Ker(#) = K ®min X. Thus we have 

showed that A < oo implies X exact. By definition of T ^ 1 it is then easy to check 

that HT^1!! < A. • 

L e m m a 5 . For any operator space X 

( 9 ) ex(X) < sup{dsK(E) \ E C X , d i m £ < oo}. 

Proof. By the preceding lemma it suffices to show that a finite dimensional operator 

space E satisfies \\T^\\ < dSic(E). 

Now consider F C Mn. By Lemma 3 and by (4)' we have 

\\T^\\ = ex(E) < ex(F)dcb(E,F) 

< ex(Mn)dcb(E,F] 

but trivially ex(Mn) = 1 hence we obtain HT^H < dcb(E, F) and taking the infimum 

over F , \\T^\\<dsK(E). M 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let E C X be finite dimensional. We will prove 

dsK(E) < ex(E). 

This is the main point. To prove this claim we consider the maps Pn: E —> Mn 
appearing in Lemma 2. Let En = Pn(E) C Mn. For n > n0 we consider the 
isomorphism un: E —> En obtained by considering Pn with range En instead of Mn. 
Since E is finite dimensional u~l is c.b. for each n >n0. We claim that we have 

(10) limsup||un ||c6 < ex(E). 
n—•oo 

¿From (10) it is easy to complete the proof of Theorem 1. Indeed, if (10) holds, we 
have 

dsK(E) < l imsupl luJcôlKMU < ex(E). 
n—*oo 

By (9) we have conversely ex(E) < dsK(E), whence (5). Then by (8) X is exact iff 
the right side of (6) is finite and (6) follows from (8). Thus to conclude it suffices to 
prove our claim (10). 

Consider en > 0 with en —• 0. For each n > no, we choose hn in Mjt(n)(E) such that 

(H) ||(ÌMfc(n) OWN)/LN||MFC(N)(£;N) = 1 and \\hn\\M (E) > \\un \\cb - en. 

Then we form the direct sum Bi =4o{Mfc(n)} and consider the corresponding element 

h = (/*n)n>n0 in # i ®minE = eoo{Mk(n)(E)}. 

Let K\ C B\ be the subspace formed of all the sequences (xn) with xn £ Mk(n) which 
tend to zero when n —> oo. By suitably embedding B\ into B(i2) a^d K\ into K(£2) 
we find that the natural map 

TU (Si 0MIN E)l(Ki 0MIN (Bl/Üfl) ®min £ 

satisfies (note that it is an isomorphism since dimi? < oo) 

(12) HIT1 II <l|T^|l = e«(£?). 

Let q: Bi <g)min E (Bx ®min E)/{Ki ®min E) be the quotient mapping. Observe that 
we have clearly 

(13) limsup||A„|| < ||o(Ä)||. 
n—>oo 

On the other hand we have q(h) = I \ T\q{h) hence 

(14) Uh)\\<\\Tr\\ \\Tiq{h)\\ 
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and since J: E —> ^oo{^m} is a complete isometry (cf. Lemma 2) we have 

(15) ||T1q(h)||=||(IB1/k1 g J) T1q(h)||||(B1/K1) G min l 00{Em} 

Let qi\ Bi ®min E —• (B1/Ki) ®min E be the natural map. Clearly qi = T ^ , and the 
right side of (15) is the same as the norm of the corresponding element in the space 
looUBi/Ki) ®min Em}, hence the right side of (15) is equal to 

SUP \\(IbxIKx ® Wm^lC^lkßx/^O^min^m 
m 

which is clearly 

< sup lim sup UMW-X ® U>m)(hn)\\M.,-,(E^-
m n—•oo 

For m < n, we have by Lemma 2 um = amnun with ||amn||c& < 1. By (11) this implies 

||(^MFC(N) ® Um)(K)\\M (Em) < \\(lMk(n)®Un)(hn)\\Mkin){En) = 1. 

Hence we conclude that (15) is < 1. By (12), (13) and (14) we obtain that 
limsup lltz"1 I|c6 = limsup \\hn\\ < ex(E). This proves (10) and concludes the proof 

i—>oo n—>oo 
oi ineorem i. 

Remark. The reader may have noticed that our definition of exact operator spaces 
is not the most natural extension of "exactness" in the category of operator spaces. 
However the more natural notion is easy to describe. Let us say that an operator space 
X is 05-exact if for any exact sequence of operator spaces (note: here the morphisms 
are c.b. maps) 

{0} -> Y1 ̂  Y2 -» Y3 -» {0} 

the seauence 

{0} —> Y1 ®min X —>Y2 ®min X -> Y3 ®min X—> {0} 

is exact. 

Then we claim that X is 05-exact iff there is a constant C such that for any 
finite dimensional subspace E C X, the inclusion iE E —> X admits for some n 
a factorization of the form 

iE' E^Mn-^X 

with ||a|U|5|U < C. 
Equivalently, this means that there is a net (ut) of finite rank maps on X of the form 
Ui = bidi with a{: X —• Mn. and Mn. —• X such that 

sup llajUcftlltillcft < oo and Ui(x) —• x 

for all x in X. 
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This result was known to E. Kirchberg and G. Vaillant. It can be proved as follows. 
First if X is OS-exact, it is a fortiori exact in the above sense so that by Theorem 1 
there is a constant C\ such that dsK'(E) < C\ for all finite dimensional subspaces 
EcX. 

Secondly, if X is OS-exact, there is clearly a constant C2 such that for any pair of finite 
dimensional operator spaces E\ C E2 (so that E^ C E2) we have an isomorphism 

T: (E; ® m i n X ) / ( £ i » m i n * ) (E2/E{~) (g) m i n X 

such tha t \T~l\\<C2. 
In other words, since E2 ® m i n ^ = cb(E2^X) we have an extension property associated 
to the following diagram: 

E2 

v 
U 

£ 1 

V X 

More precisely, for any v: E\ —• X there is an extension v: E2 —» X such that 
Ĥ llcft < C*21|̂ ||c6- Consider now an arbitrary finite dimensional subspace E C X. 
Let e > 0. Consider E\ C Mn such that there is an isomorphism u: E\ —> E with 
\\uU\\u-l\\cb<dsK{E) + e<C^e. 
Using the preceding extension property (with E2 = M n ) we find an operator 
b: Mn —> X extending u and such that ||6||c6 < C21|̂ ||c6- Let a: E —> M n be the 
operator u~x considered as acting into Mn. Then iE = ba and 

Ha|lc»ll6|lc6 < CtlMUWu-^U < C2(d+e). 
This proves our claim. Note in particular that if X is a C*-algebra, it is OS-exact iff 
it is nuclear, bv fPl. Remark before Theorem 2.101. 

In the category of Banach spaces one can define a similar notion of exactness 
using the injective tensor product instead of the minimal one. Then a Banach space is 
"exact" iff it is a Z^-space in the sense of [LR]. We refer the reader to [LR, Theorem 4.1 
and subsequent Remarkl. 

§2. U l t r a p r o d u c t s . 

The notion of exactness for operator spaces is closely connected to a commutation 
property involving ultraproducts. To explain this let us recall a few facts about 
ultraproducts. Let (JF1,-),-^/ be a family of operator spaces and let U be a nontrivial 
ultrafilter on J. We denote by F = UFi/U the associated ultraproduct in the category 
of Banach spaces (cf. e.g. [Hei]). Recall that if dim(Fi) = n for all i in I , then the 
ultraproduct F clearly also is n-dimensional. 

Clearly F can be equipped with an operator space structure by defining 

r i e ) Mn{F)=UMn(F,)/U. 
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It is easy to check that Ruan's axioms [Ru] are satisfied so that F with the matricial 
structure (16) is an operator space. Alternatively, one may view F{ as embedded into 
B(Hi) (Hi Hilbert) and observe that F C UB(Hi)/U. Since C*-algebras are stable by 
ultraproduct we obtain F embedded in a C*-algebra. It is easy to see that the resulting 
operator space structure is the same as the one defined by (16). Note that (16) can 
be written as a commutation property between ultraproducts and the minimal tensor 
product, as follows 

(17) Mn Omin \aFi/U\ = Ii\Mn ® m i n FA/U. 

It is natural to wonder which operator spaces E can be substituted to Mn in this 
identity (17). It turns out that this property is closely related to the invariant dsK(E), 
as we will now show. 

We first observe that there is for any finite dimensional operator space E a 
canonical map 

(18) vE: Ii(E ®min Ei)/U -* E ®min E 

with IMI < i- Indeed, we clearly have a norm one mapping 

(18)' RGmin l00{Ei} -> £(g)min E 

but if E is finite dimensional E ® m i n i^iEi} = £oo{E ®min Fi} and the map (18)' 
vanishes on the subspace of elements with U limit zero. Hence, after passing to the 
quotient by the kernel of (18)', we find the map (18) with norm < 1. More generally 
(recall the isometric identity F* ®min E = cb(F,E), cf. [BP, ER1]) if (Ei)ieI (resp. 
(Fi)i£i) is a family of n-dimensional (resp. m-dimensional operator spaces), we clearly 
have a norm one canonical map 

(18)" Ucb(Ei,Fi)/U—>cb(Ê,F), 

where E = UEi/U and F = UFi/U 

Proposition 6. Let E be a finite dimensional operator space and let C > 1 be a 
constant. The following are equivalent. 

(i) dSK(E) < C. 

(ii) For all ultraproducts F = UFi/U the canonical isomorphism (which has norm 

>1) 
vE: U(E®mmFi)/U E®MIN{N.FilU) 

satisfies \\v-E

l\\ <C. 

(iii) Same as (ii) but with all ultraproducts (Fi)iGT on a countable set and such that 
SUD dim Fi < dim E. 
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Proof. First observe that if G C F are operator spaces then we have isometric 
embeddings 

G®mìnF^F®mìnF 

and 
N ( G ® M I N F T ) / W N(F®minFi)/U. 

Therefore in the finite dimensional case we have clearly l l ^ 1 ! ! ^ Ha l i 

ti) => (ii): Assume (i). Then consider G C M„ isomorphic to E. We have clearlv 
^\\<dci(E,G)\\v^J by (16), hence we can write 

\\v^\\<dci(E,G)\\v^\\<dci(E,G)\\v^J 
< dcb(E,G) 

hence Wvê'W <dsK(E). whence (ii). 

(ii) (iii) is trivial. 

(iii) => (i): This is proved by an argument similar to the proof of (10) in Theorem 1. 
We merely outline the argument. Let un: E -> En = Pn(E) be given by Lemma 2, as 
in the above proof of (10). For n > no we consider w"1: En —> E and we identify u~l 
with an element of E* ® E. Recall l^"1 ||̂ ®min£; = JIu"1 \\CH(EN,E)- Then 

HOn )n||n(£7;®mi„JE?)/W = lim||wn1||c6 

and on the other hand since J is a complete isometry and since we have the 
monotonicity property (7) we have 

IK^n^nllín^/W^inE = SUp||(Pmu/)n||(NE;;/W)®minMm 

= suphm||Pmtin \\E*®MINMM 
m "i" 

< sup lim lia™ J LI, < 1. 
m n," 

Hence (iii) implies lim 
u 

^\\<dci(E,G)\\v^J is any nontrivial ultrafilter on N, and we 

conclude dsK(E)<]im\\un\\eh\\u-%h<C. 

§3. How large can dsK(E) be? 

We now wish to produce finite dimensional operator spaces E with dsK(E) as 
large as possible. It follows from Theorem 9.6 in [PI] that for any n-dimensional 

operator space E we have 
dsK(E) < y/n~. 

We will show that this upper bound in general cannot be improved, at least asymptot
ically, when n goes to infinity. We will consider the space ln

00 with its natural operator 
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space structure. We will denote by E™ the dual m the category of Banach spaces, so 
that as a Banach space En1 is the usual space ln1 however it is embedded into B(H) 
in such a way that the canonical basis e 1 , . . . , en of E1" satisfies for all a 1 , . . . , an in 
B = B(e2). 

(19) 
n 

1 

ei (g) a, 

ER<S>minß 

sup 
U,' 

unitary 

n 

1 
Ui ® üi 

S<S>minö 

where the supremum runs over all unitary operators Ui in B. 

Another remarkable representation of JE7J1 appears if we consider the full C*-
algebra C*(Fn) of the free group with n generators. If we denote by <$i,...,£n 
the generators of Fn viewed as unitary operators in C*(Fn) in the usual way then 
|| $i ® a»llc*(F„)<G)minB 1S e(lual t ° (19), which shows that the map u: E" —> span(£t) 
which takes e1 to Si is a complete isometry. Our main result is the following. 

Theorem 7. For all n > 2 

dsK(EÏ) > 
n 

dsK(EÏ) > 

Hence in particular dsK^E™) > 1 for ail n > 3. 

Remark. It is easy to check (this was pointed out to me by Paulsen) that dsK(E™) — 
1 for n = 2. Indeed, in that case (19) becomes (after multiplication by uT1) 

|ki (8) ai + e2 <g> a2|| = sup 
u unitary 

\\I®ai+u® a2|| 

and since (/, u) generate a commutative C*-algebra, this is the same as 

sup ||ai + za2\\ 
z=l 
zee 

which shows that E\ is completely isometric to the span of {1, elt} in C(T). Therefore 
(since C(T) is nuclear) dsK(Ej) = 1. We will use an idea similar to Wassermann's 
argument in [Wl]: we consider the direct sum M = Mi ® M2 0 • • •, or equivalently 
M = £oo{Mn} in our previous notation, and we denote by IU the set 

LU = {(xa) G M lim 
U 

ra(x*axa) = 0} 

where ra is the normalized trace on Ma and where U is a nontrivial ultrafilter on 
N. Then the group von Neumann algebra ViV(Fn) is isomorphic to a von Neumann 
subalgebra of the quotient N = M/IU. It is well known that N is a finite von Neumann 
algebra with normalized trace r given by t(x) = limra(xa) where x denotes the 

equivalence class in N of (xa). Let us denote by 

M -> MI LU 
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the quotient mapping. 

In the sequel, we will make use of the operator space version of the projective 
tensor product introduced in [ER5]. However, to facilitate the task of the reader, 
we include in the next few lines the simple facts that we use with indication of proof. 
Consider a finite dimensional algebra Mk equipped with the normalized trace which we 
denote by r . We denote by L\{r) the space Mk equipped with the norm ||#||i = r( |x |) . 
Let E be an operator space. Since Mk = Li(r)* we have (L1(t) ® E)* = Mk(E*). We 
then denote by L\{t) (g)A E the space L\(r) ® E equipped with the norm induced on 
£1(7") ® E by Mk(E*y. We will use the following two facts which are easy to check: 

(a) If F C E (completely isometric embedding) then Li(r)®AFc L I ( R ) ®AE 
(completely isometric embedding). 

(b) If E = E™ and ei, e2 , . . . , en is the canonical basis of jpn on * 
^1 — ^00 ? 

then for any 

# 1 , . . . ,xn in Lût) we have 

n 

1 
Xi (g) e, 

LI(r)®AE» 

n 

1 
INIUi(r). 

(c) We have a norm one inclusion 

Mjb(E)->LI(T)<g)A E. 

These facts can be checked as follows: 

(a) follows by duality from the isometric identity 

MFC(F*) = MkiE'/F1-) = Mk(E*)/Mk(F ) . 

(b) follows again by duality from the identity 

M * ( C ) = C ( M * ) . 

(c) follows from the inequality V & e E* V Xij € E 

(d) JT1 

ij<k 
£ij(xij) < \\(xij)\\Mk(E)\\(tij)\\Mk(E*)> 

The latter inequalitv can be checked usine: the factorization of c.b. maps (cf. [Pal, 
p. 1001) since IK&i)llMN(E") = IK^i)llc6(E,M„): if ll(6i)||Mn(E*) < 1 then we can 

write Eij(x)= Mx)xj,yi) with 7r: E -> B(H) restriction of a representation and with 

Xj, yi G H such that ajxj < 1 and <XiVi < 1 whenever aj 2 < 1. This 

implies xj 2 Vi 2U/2 < k whence 

Cij(xij) {TTixijjXj.yi) < fc||(xij)||Mfe(E) 

which proves the inequality (d). 

We denote below by C^(FN) the reduced C*-algebra associated to the left regular 
representation for the free group FN with n generators. Then the key result for our 
subsequent estimates can be stated as follows. 
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Theorem 8. Fix n > 2. There is a family of unitary matrices (uf) with uf £ Ma, 
(i = 1 , . . . , n, a £ N) and a nontrivial ultra£lter U on N such that for all m > 1 and 
all xi,... , xn in Mm we have 

(20) lim 
u 

n 

\~1 

u{ ® Xi 

l1(ra) G u Mm 
< 

n 

1 
K9i)®xi 

Gy(Fn) G min Mm 

Remark. By results included in [HP], the right side of (20) is 

< 2 max 
n 

1 
x*jx*i 

• 1/2 n 

1 

X{Xi 

1/2 

Proof of Theorem 8. As explained in [Wl], for each i there is a unitary m = (uf )<*€N 
in M such that $(«j) = A(#i). Let us denote 

b = ' \(gi)®xi e C*x(Fn) )min M m • 

Then ^2 ui ® xi ls a lifting of b in M (8) Mm and Mm(FiV(Fn)) embeds isometrically 
(see FWLL) into Mm{MIIu) or equivalently into Mm(M)/Mm(Iu). It follows that we 
have 

||b|| = inf 
m 

L«=i 
#i ® Ui + 7 

Mm(M) 

7 G M m ( i w ; 

Hence there is a sequence ( 7

A ) 7 E N with 7 « e Mm(Ma) satisfying 

V i,j < m lim 
at—+00 

U 
er ( 7 , 7 Y A* IJ 7 g ) = o 

lim 
u 

n 

1=1 
Xi #i ® Ui + 7 

Mm(Ma) 

< \\b\\. 

and such tha t 

(21) 

Now observe that Mm(Ma) = Ma(Mm). We will use the norm one inclusion (see fact 
(c) above) Ma(Mm) 1—• L\(ra)®A Mm. Note that the inclusion L2(tq) —* £ 1 ( 7 « ) has 
norm < 1 so that 

lim 
a—•oo 

U 

y* L2(ra) yMm = 0. 

Therefore (21) yields 

(22) lim 
u 

n 

'I 
sdsda 

xj 
L1(ra) G A Mm 

< l l & I U 

which is the announced inequality. 

To prove Theorem 7, we will use the following: lemma. 
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Lemma 9. Consider the operator 

Tn: C - C'x(Fn) 

defined by Tn(au... , a n ) 
n 

1 

aiX(gi). Then for any m, any n-dimensional subspace 

F C Mm and any factorization 

pn 

a 
F* 

sdf 
6 N 

C S ( F » ) 

with Tn = ba we have 

(23) n < û||co||6||c6. 

Proof. Consider a, 6 as above. We identify 6: F* -» CJt(F„) with an element of 

F G min Cv*(Fn) Then we can write 6 = 
1=1 

Xi K9i) with Xi eF such that a*(xi) = ei 

(Recall that e; is the canonical basis of En1 =(lnoo)*. 

Now bv Theorem 8 we have 

lim 
U 

n 

'1 
df Xi 

L I ( R A ) ® A M M 

<||b||cb 

By fact (a) recalled above, this implies 

lim 
u 

n 

1 
uai Xi 

L1( ra) G A F 
<||b||cb 

hence since ° * I U = N U 

lim 
u 

n 

1 
sd a*(xi) 

^ L ( R a ) < S ) A ^ 
< « U b u . 

This gives the conclusion since a*(xi) =ai and by fact (b) 

sd 
1 

sd ei 
^L(Ra)<S)A^ 

df 
1 

ui Li(RA) = N-

Remark. The same operator Tn as in Lemma 9 was already considered in [H]. By 
fH, Lemma 2.51 we have ||Tn||dCc = but this does not seem related to (23). 

Proof of Theorem 7. By [AO] (see [Hi for more details) we have IITJU <2y/n~=l, 

hence for any F C Mm we can write by (23) 

(24) n<\\Tn\\cbdcb(F*,^) 
(25) n<\\Tn\\cidcb(F*,EÌ) 
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where En = spanjAfoi) I i = l , . . . , n } in C?(F„). Since = dcb(F,^*: = dcb(F,^*: 
and = dcb(F,^*: we obtain 

> n(2\AT^T)-1.> n(2\AT^T)-1. 

so that Theorem 7 follows. 

Remark. By the same argument we have 

dsK(Ei > n(2\AT^T)-1. 

Here again this is > 1 if n > 3 but dsK(En*) = 1 if n = 2 for the same reason as 
above for E™. We can also derive an estimate for the n dimensional operator Hilbert 
space which is denoted by 0Hn. This space was introduced in [PI] to which we refer 
for more details. It is isometric to ln2 and has an orthonormal basis (#i),<n such that 
for all ai,..., an in B we have 

(26) 
n 

1 
Oi ® ai 

'OHN0minS 

n 

1 

ai ® ai 

,1/2 

B G min B 

Corollary 10. For each n > 2, we have 

(27) dsK(OHn) > [n(2v^rî)-1]1/2. 

Proof. By (26) we have (we denote simply by || || the minimal tensor norm everywhere) 

Oi ® X(gi) \(gi)®\(gi) 
1/2 

and by [AO] we have 
n 

1 
K9i) ® y(gi) = 2Vn - 1. 

Hence we have a factorization of T„ of the form VL^OHn-^En with ||b||2cb < 

2Vn-1 On the other hand 

« U = a' L» = 

fl 

1 
et ® 

,1/2 

E» ® „in E» 

<nll2 

hence we have bv (23Ì 

n<dsK(0Hn)\\a\\cb\\b\\cb 

which implies (27). 

Remark. It is easy to verify that these estimates are asymptotically best possible. 
More precisely, we have with the notation of [PI], dsK(E?) <dcb(En1,Rn) <Vn 
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Similarly, dsk(Eyn*) < dcb(E* ,Rn) < Vn, and finally dsK(OHn) < dcb(OHn, Rn FL 
Cn) < n'l\ 

Remark. It is natural to raise the following question: Is there a function n —> f(n) 
and a constant C such that for any E in 0Sn satisfying dsK(E) = 1, there is a 
subspace F C Mm with m < f(n) and dci>(F,E) < C? It is easy to derive from 
the preceding construction that the answer is negative (contrary to the commutative 
case with i^o in the place of Mn). A negative answer can also be derived easily from 
the fact (due to Szankowski [Sz]) that the space of compact operators on £2 fails the 
uniform approximation property. 

Remark. It is rather natural to introduce the following quantity for E in 0Sn. 

dQSK(E)=M{dch(E,F)} 

where the infimum runs over all the spaces F which are quotient of a subspace of A", 
i.e. there are S2 C Si C K such that F = Si/S2. Clearly dQSK(E) < dsic(E). We 
do not know much about this new parameter. Note however that in view of the lifting 
property of Ei we have by Theorem 7 

dQSK(E)> n 
2x/n-l 

Moreover, it can be shown that 0Hn embeds completely isometrically into the direct 
sum L^Rn)©loo(Cn), and a fortiori into Ltx>(M2n)^ so that dQSK(OHn) = 1, indeed 
this follows from the identity 0Hn = (i?n, Cn)i/2 proved in [PI, Corollary 2.6]. Note 
that for the quotient of a subspace case, the identity between (1) and (1)' might no 
longer hold, so that it might be necessary to distinguish between the quotients of a 
subspace of K and those of Mn for some n > 1. 

§4. On the metric space of all n-dimensional operator spaces. 

It will be convenient in the sequel to record in the next statement several 
elementary facts on ultraproducts. 

Proposition 11. Let E and F be two n-dimensional operator spaces. Let (Ei)i£i 
and (Fi)i£i be two families of n dimensional operator spaces. Let U be an ultrafilter 
on I and let E , F be the corresponding ultraproducts. 

(i) We have 

(28) dcb(E,F)<\imdcb(Ei,Fi), 
U 

Moreover, if dct>(Ei, FA —• 1 then E is completely isometric to F. 

(ii) If F{ = F for all i € I then F is completely isometric to F. 

(Hi) If dcb(Ei,F) —> 1 then E is completely isometric to F. 
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(iv) Ifdcb(E,F) = l, then E and F are completely isometric. 

Proof. We have isomorphisms uf. Ei —> Fi such that Vi = ui 1 satisfies ||ui||c& < 1 

and lim ||vi||c& = lim dci,(Ei, Fi). Then the maps u: E —• F and v: F —* E (associated 

respectively to (ui) and (v{)) are inverse of each other and satisfy ||w||c&||£||c& < 
limdci,(Ei, Fi). Hence we have (28). The preceding also shows that w is a complete 

isometry between E and F when lim dc&(l?i,Fi) = 1, whence (i). But on the other 

hand it is easy to check that, if Fi = F for all i, then F and F are completely isometric 
via the map T: F —> F defined by T(x) = lirnxj if x is the equivalence class of (xi) 

modulo U. This justifies (ii). Then (iii) is clear. Finally, taking E{ = E and Fi = F 
for all i in what precedes, we obtain (iv). (Actually, (iv) is clear, by a direct argument 
based on the compactness of the unit ball of cb(E, F).) • 

In this section, we will include some remarks on the set 0Sn formed of all n 
dimensional operator spaces. More precisely 0Sn is the set of all equivalence classes 
when we identify two spaces if they are completely isometric. We equip 0Sn with the 
metric 

6(E,F) = Log dcb(E,F). 

This is the analogue for operator spaces of the classical "Banach-Mazur compactum" 
formed of all n dimensional normed spaces equipped with the Banach-Mazur distance. 

However, contrary to the Banach space situation the metric space OSn is not 
compact. The next result was known, it was mentioned to me by Kirchberg. 

Proposition 12. The set 0Sn equipped with the metric Log dcb is a complete metric 
space, but it is not compact at least if n > 3. 

Proof. We sketch a proof using ultrafilters. Let (Ei) be a Cauchy sequence in OSn. 
Let E be an ultraproduct associated to a nontrivial ultrafilter U on N. Then by the 
Cauchy condition for each e > 0 there is an ¿0 such that for all i,j > Îq we have 

Log dcb(Ei,Ej) < e. 

By Proposition 11 this implies V i > io 

Log dch(E,Ei)<e 

hence Ei —> E when i —• 00 and 0Sn is complete. 

We now show that 0Sn is not compact by exhibiting a sequence without 
converging subsequences if n > 3. Consider any space E0 in 0Sn such that 

(29) dsK(Eo) > 1. 
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We know that such spaces exist if n > 3 by Theorem 7 and Corollary 10. 

By Lemma 2, we can find a sequence of spaces Ei C M,- with dim E{ = n such that for 
any nontrivial ultrafilter on N the ultraproduct E = UEi/U is completely isometric 
to EQ. (Indeed, this is clear by (7).) Assume that some subsequence of E{ converges 
in OSn. Then, by Proposition 11 (ii), its limit must be E which is the same as EQ. In 
other words the subsequence can only converge to EQ but on the other hand by (29) 
we have (since Ei C Mi) 

V i 6 I 1 < dSK(E0) < dcb(E0,Ei), 

which is the desired contradiction. 

Remark. It is well known that every separable Banach space E embeds isometrically 
into the space of all continuous functions on the unit ball of X* equipped with the 
weak*-topology. Let us denote simply by C the latter space, and let k: E —> C be the 
isometric embedding. Given Pn as in Lemma 2, we can introduce Pn: E —• C Mn 
by setting Pn(x) = (k(x). Pn(x)). Then each Pn is an isometric isomorphism of E into 
En C c 
©oo Mn. Moreover the embedding J: E -> 4o{£n} is a completely isometric em
bedding with the same properties as in Lemma 2. finally the G -algebras C ©oo Mn 
are nuclear. Using this it is easy to modify the preceding reasoning, replacing En by 
En (note dsK{En) = 1 since C @(x> Mn is nuclear) and to demonstrate the following 

Corollary 13. Let E0 be any n dimensional operator space such that dsK(Eo) > 1. 
Then the (closed) subset ofOSn formed of all the spaces isometric to EQ is not compact. 

Remark. Actually we obtain a sequence Ei of spaces each isometric to EQ and such 
that EQ is completely isometric to E = UEi/U but dcj(.Et-,25o) -fr 0. More precisely 
(in answer to a question of S. Szarek), the preceding argument shows that the "metric 
entropy" of OSn is quite large in the following sense: Let 6 = dsK(EQ) with EQ as in 
Corollary 13. Then for any e > 0 there is a sequence Ei in OSn such that 

dcb(Ei,Ej) > 8 — e for any i#j 

(Moreover, Ei is isometric to 22o and the ultraproduct E = UEi/U is completely 
isometric to EQ). This suggests the following question: does there exist such a sequence 
if S is equal to the diameter of the set OSn (or of the subset of OSn formed of all the 
spaces which are isometric to EQ)? If not, what is the critical value of 81 

Corollary 13 is of course particularly striking in the case EQ = OHn, it shows 
that the set of all possible operator space structures on the Euclidean space ln2 1S verY 
large. We refer to [Pa2] for more information of the latter set. 

These results lead to the following question (due to Kirchberg). 

Problem. Is the metric space OSn separable1? 

1 See the Note added at the end of this paper. 
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Equivalently, is there a separable operator space X such that for any e > 0 and 
and any n-dimensional operator space E, there is a subspace F C X such that 
dcb(E,F) < 1 + e? 

More generally, let E be an n-dimensional normed space. Let OSn(E) be the subset 
of OSn formed of all the spaces which are isometric to E. For which spaces E is 
the space OSn(E) compact or separable? Note that OSn(E) can be a singleton, this 
happens in the 2-dimensional case if E = i\ or E =l2oo however it never happens if 
dim(E) > 5 (see [Pa2, Theorem 2.13]). 

We will now characterize the spaces E$ for which the conclusion of Corollary 13 
holds. We will use the following simple observation. 

Lemma 14. Fix n > 1. Let E = UEi/U be an ultraproduct of n-dimensional spaces. 
Then (E)* = UEf/U completely isometrically. 

Proof. Let F{ be a family of m-dimensional spaces with m > 1 fixed and let F be 
their ultraproduct. It is well known that 

(30) IlB(Ei,Fi)/U=B(Ê,F) 

isometrically. Now observe that for any integer k we have (by [Sm]) for any 
u: E —• Mjt, associated to a family (ui)iei with Ui G B(Ei,Mk) 

N U = \\iMh U^Mk(E)^Mk(Mk)' 

By (30) it follows that 

\\u\\cb = lim lMk®U>i\\Mk{Ei)-+Mk{Mk)-

Hence 

HwIL(ê,Mfc) : ^\\ui\\cb(Ei,Mk)-

Equivalently 
Mk((E)*) = IlMk(E*)/U 

= Mk(UE*/U) 

and we conclude that (È)* and UEi/U are completely isometric. 

Corollary 15. Consider E in OSn. The following are equivalent: 

(i) dsK(E) = d.qk'(E*) = 1 

(ii) For any sequence Ei in OSn such that E = UEi/U is completely isometric to E 
we have 

limdcb(E,Ei) = 1. 
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(iii) Same as (ii) with each Ei isometric to E. 

Proof. Assume (ii) (resp. (iii)). Then the proof of Proposition 12 (resp. Corollary 13) 
shows that necessarily dsK'(E) = 1. By Lemma 14 it is clear that (ii) and (iii) are self 
dual properties, hence we must also have dsK(E*) = 1- Conversely assume (i). We 
will use Proposition 6 together with the identity E <g)min F = cb(F*,E) valid when F 
is finite dimensional. By Proposition 6 and Lemma 14, if CISK(E) = 1 we have 

(31) Tlcb(Ei,E)/U = cb(È,E) 

whenever E is an ultraproduct of n dimensional spaces. Now if <1SK{E*) = 1 this 
implies 

ncb(E*,E*)/U = cb(E*,E*) 

hence after transposition 

(32) Ucb(E, Ei)/U = cb(E,È). 

It is then easy to conclude: let u: E —> E be a complete isometry. Let u^. Ei —> E be 
associated to u via (31) and let Vim. E —> Ei be associated to u~l via (32) in such a 

way that llulU = limlluJU = 1 and ||u 'Ileo = hm||vj||c6 = 1. 

Then IE = limuiVi hence we have lim \\IE — UiVi\\ = 0? hence (uiVi)-1 exists for i large 

and its norm tends to 1, so that u~l exists and (since lim ||VJ|| < oo) lim H^"1!! < oo, 

whence lim H "̂1 — Vi\\ = 0. Since all norms are equivalent on a finite dimensional 

space, we also have lim| | i£ — Uî ||c& = 0, finally (repeating the argument with the 

c6-norms) we obtain lim Ĥ "1 — Vi||c& = 0 and we conclude that 

Yimdch(E,Ei) < lim||ui||C6|K 1||C6 < 1. 

This shows that (i) (ii) and (ii) => (iii) is trivial. 

Remark. The row and column Hilbert spaces Rn and Cn obviously satisfy the 
properties in Corollary 15. Also, the two dimensional spaces £\ and l2oo which (see 
[Pa2]) admit only one operator space structure (so that any space isometric to either 
one is automatically completely isometric to it), must clearly satisfy these properties. 
At the time of this writing, these are the only examples I know of spaces satisfying 
the properties in Corollary 15. 

It is natural to describe the spaces appearing in Corollary 15 as points of continuity 
with respect to a weaker topology (on the metric space OSn) which can be defined as 
follows. For any k > 1 and any linear map u: E —> F between operator spaces, we 
denote as usual 

M l * = H/m* ® E\\Mk(<E)̂ Mk(<F). 
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Then for any E, F in 0Sn we define 

4 ( ^ , F ) = inf{||M|UiK1|U} 

where the infimum runs over all isomorphisms u: E —> F. 

We will say that a sequence {Ei} in 0Sn tends weakly to E if, for each k > 1, 
Log dk(Ei,E) —• 0 when z —> oo. This notion of limit clearly corresponds to a topology 
(namely to the topology associated to the metric 6 = 2"*Log dk) which we will 

call the weak topology. Let us say that E, r are Ac-isometric it there is an isomorphism 
u: E —• F such that JM* ® w is an isometry. Clearly this holds, (by a compactness 
argument) iff dk(E,F) — 1. Moreover (again by a compactness argument) E and F 
are completely isometric iff they are fc-isometric for all k > 1. This shows that the 
weak topology on 0Sn is Hausdorff. We observe 

Proposition 16. Let E and Ei (i = 1 , 2 . . . ) be operator spaces in 0Sn. Then Ei 
tends weakly to E iff for any nontrivial ultrafilterU on N the ultraproduct E = UEi/U 
is completely isometric to E. 

Proof. Clearly if Ei tends weakly to E then E is fc-isometric to E for each k > 1, 
hence E is completely isometric to E. Conversely, if Ei does not tend weakly to E, 
then for some k > 1 and some e > 0 there is a subsequence Eni such that 

( 3 3 ) dk(Eni ,E)>1+e for all i # j . 

Let U be an ultrafilter refining this subsequence, let E be the corresponding ultra-
product, and let u: E —> E be any isomorphism. Clearly there are isomorphisms 
Uim. Ei —• E which correspond to u and we have for each k > 1 (by compact
ness) \\u\\k = lim ||tzt-||fc a n d | | u - 1 | | k = limHw"1^. Therefore we obtain by ( 3 3 ) 

dk(E, E) > 1 + e and we conclude that E and E are not completely isometric. • 

We can now reformulate Corollary 1 5 as follows 

Corollary 17. Let i: 0Sn —> 0Sn be the identity considered as a map from 0Sn 
equipped with the weak topology to 0Sn equipped with the metric d^. Then an 
element E in 0Sn is a point of continuity of i iff dsK(E) = dsK(E*) — 1-

§5. On the dimension of the containing matrix space. 

It is natural to try to connect our study of dsh'(E) with a result of Roger Smith 
[Sm]. Smith's result implies that for any subspace F C Mk we have for any operator 
space X and for any linear map u: X —> F 

( 3 4 ) N U < ll«IU-
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More generally, if T is any compact set and F C C(T) <8>min Mk then we also have 
(34). 

Now let E be any finite dimensional operator space. For each k > 1 we introduce 

6k(E) = M{dcb(E, F) I F C C(T) ®min Mk) 

where the infimum runs over all possible compact sets T. 

Note that dsK(E) = inf 6k(E). 
k>i 

Clearly if C = £*(JS), then by (34) we have for all u: X -+ E 

(35) IMU < C\\u\\k. 

It turns out that the converse is true: if (35) holds for all X and all u: X —> E then 
necessarily 6k(E) < C. This is contained in the next statement which can be proved 
following the framework of [P2], but using an idea of Marius Junge [J]. 

Theorem 18. Let E be any operator space and let C > 1 be a constant. Fix an 
integer k > 1. Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) There is a compact set T and a subspace F C C(T) <S)mm Mk such that 
dch(E,F)<C. 

(ii) For any operator space X and any u: X —• E we have 

IMI** < C M * . 

(iii) For all finite dimensional operator spaces X, the same as (ii) holds. 

Proof. (Sketch) (i) => (ii) is Smith's result [Sm] as explained above, (ii) =^ (iii) is 
trivial. Let us prove (iii) =^ (i). Assume (iii). Note that (for k fixed) the class of spaces 
of the form C(T) ®min Mk is stable by ultraproduct, since the class of commutative 
unital C*-algebras is stable by ultraproducts. In particular we may and will assume 
(for simplicity) that E is finite dimensional. Let G be an other operator space and 
consider a linear map v: E —> G. We introduce the number ak(v) as folows. We 
consider all factorizations of v of the form 

E ^ e l R min Mk —• G 

where N > 1 is an arbitrary integer, and and we set 

ak(v) = inf{||a||c6||6||c6} 

where the infimum runs over all possible N and all possible such factorizations. 
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Now, using Lemma 2 and an ultraproduct argument it suffices to prove that for any 
n, any e > 0 and any map v: E —> Mn, there is an integer N > 1 and a factorization 
of v of the form 

E^IÎL ®min Mfe —>Mn 

with H l c 6 | H U < C ( l + £)||t;|U. 

In other words, to conclude the proof, it suffices to show that if (in) holds we have for 
all n and all v: E —> Mn 

(36) <*k(v) < C\\v\\cb. 

Now we observe that (for any G) is a norm on cb(E, G) (left to the reader, this is 
where the presence of £^ is used). Hence (36) is equivalent to a statement on the dual 
norms. More precisely, (36) is equivalent to the fact that for any T: Mn —• E we have 

(37) \ir{vT)\ < C\\v\\ciat{T), 

where at is the dual norm to o^, i.e. 

a*k(T) = sup{\tr(vT)\ v: E -> Mn, ak(v)<l}. 

We will now use the operator space version of the absolutely summing norm which 
was first introduced in [ER6]. In the broader framework of [P2], these operators are 
called completely 1-summing and the corresponding norm is denoted by 7rJ. We will 
use a version of the "Pietsch factorization" for these maps which is presented in [P2]. 
As observed by M. Junge, in the present situation the proof of Theorem 2.1 and 
Remark 2.7 in [P2] yield a factorization of T of the following form 

Mn^Ux^—>E 

where X is an n2-dimensional operator space and where the maps w and u satisfy 

< ( w ) < 1 and ll«IU<«2(T). 

Hence if (iii) holds we find 

<(T) = *»(««,) < ||u||c»*î(u>) <\\u\\cb<C\\u\\k<Cal(T) 

But since T is defined on Mn, we clearly have by definition of 7Tj 

<(T) = *»(««,) < ||u||c»*î(u> 
hence we obtain (37). 

Junge's idea can also be used to obtain many more variants. For instance let 
k > 1 be fixed. Consider the following property of an operator space E: There is a 
constant C such that for any n and any bounded operator v: Mn —> Mn we have 

\\v®lE\\Mn(E)-+Mn(E) < C\\v\\k = C|M|Mn(Mfc)-Mn(M*)-
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Then this property holds iff there is an operator space F completely isomorphic to E 
with dcb(E, F) < C such that for some compact set T, F is a quotient of a subspace of 
C(T) (8>min Mfc. In particular if k = 1 this result answers a question that I had raised 
in the problem book of the Durham meeting in July 92. Here is a sketch of a proof: 
By ultraproduct arguments, an operator space E satisfies dcb(E, F) < C for some F 
subspace of a quotient of C(T) ®min Mk for some T iff for any integer n and any maps 
r i : M*-+E and v2'- E —> Mn we have 

<*k(v2Vi) < C||ui||c&||t;2||c&. 

Equivalently, this holds iff 

<*k(v2Vi) < C||ui||c&||t;2||cba*k(T) 

for any T: Mn -> M*. The proof can then be completed using the factorization 

proper ty oi al as above. (See [Her] for similar results in the category of Banach 

spaces.) 

We refer the reader to M. Junge's forthcoming paper for more results of this kind. 

Note. (added December 11 1993) In a very recent joint paper with Marius Junge, 
we prove tha t 0Sn (and even HOSn) is non-separable when n > 2. See [JP]. 
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